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What is the LifeQ Sleep Health Score?

Getting sufficient sleep is essential to a person’s development, repair functions and memory

consolidation. A chronic lack of sleep or poor quality of sleep can increase the risk of cancer,

diabetes, high blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, obesity and depression.

While scientific literature strongly supports the existence of a relationship between sleep and

long-term health, little exists in terms of an overall single score connecting a person’s actual sleep

to their long term health. The LifeQ Sleep Health Score (SHS) evaluates the sleep health status of

an individual based on detailed analysis of each night of sleep and summarises this over a 30 day

rolling period to provide a score from 0 - 100. The LifeQ SHS takes all of these structural features

of sleep, as well as the relationships between them, into account to provide an easily interpretable

measure of a user’s overall sleep health.

The Sleep Health Score is a combination of summaries of several Sleep features:

- Sleep Start Time Consistency
- Total Sleep Time
- Awakenings
- Sleep Momentum, a measure of the amount and distribution of wakefulness during the

night
- Sleep Movements
- Wake Ratio, ratio of the total amount of time spent awake versus asleep during the Sleep

Period
- Total REM Sleep
- Total Deep Sleep
- REM Latency
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What Sleep Score outputs are provided by LifeQ?
The LifeQ SHS solution outputs a value from 0 - 100 which has been normalised for age and

gender.

The SHS is designed as a long term indicator of a person’s health in the context of how well they

sleep. It is therefore not expected to fluctuate from day to day and uses a 30 day rolling average to

smooth the score and ensure that it is not overly impacted by short term fluctuations, but rather

represents a person’s habitual sleep.

The table below provides guidance on how to interpret the SHS, and provides an estimate of the

percentage of the population that will fall in each category.

Table 1: Categorization of scores for Sleep Health Score

Health performance Score range Percentage of test population
within this range

Very poor 0 - 24 10

Below average 25 - 39 20

Average 40 - 59 40

Above average 60 - 74 20

Excellent 75 - 100 10

Validation
There is no single gold standard for measuring the quality of an individual’s sleep and its impact on

the health and long term mortality risk of an individual. However, LifeQ has used multiple study

outcomes and existing literature to determine which features to include in the Sleep Health

Score.

To assist in the understanding and interpretation of the SHS, LifeQ used the data from a study

that included 929 healthy participants (44.6% female), aged 18 to 65 years (median: 40 years) to

calculate the correlation between an individual’s sleep score and the likelihood of certain negative

health indicators being present. All participants underwent a basic clinical health assessment as

part of their insurance underwriting after which they wore a LifeQ-enabled device for one to

three months.

Table 2 below shows how every one-unit increase in the LifeQ Sleep Health Score changes the

odds for each of the health outcome variables being present. For example, the odds of being

obese increases with 2.78% for every one-unit decrease in the sleep health score.
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Table 2 Every one-unit increase in the sleep health score changes the odds of each outcome variable1

being present.

Outcome variable Description Odds change (%)
per unit of SHS

Obesity BMI >30 kg/m2 -2.78

Abdominal obesity WC >88 cm (females)
WC >102 cm (males)

-2.39

Waist-to-height ratio WtHR >0.5 -2.67

Hypertension Diastolic blood pressure >90 mmHg
Systolic blood pressure >130 mmHg
Diagnosed with hypertension.

-2.52

These results are in line with current literature on the associations between poor sleep and

cardio-metabolic risk factors.

Constraints in estimating SHS accurately

Measuring Sleep from a wrist-based device is complex and the technology has limitations owing

to the nature and availability of a good signal. Accurate HR and BBI data are the most vital inputs

of the LifeQ Daily Sleep solution. Accuracy of these solutions can be seen at Continuous Heart

Rate Validation Document_February 2021, Continuous Beat-to-Beat (RR) Intervals Validation

Document_February 2021 and the LifeQ Sleep Validation_March 2021.

The LifeQ SHS is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the daily sleep solution utilised and

requires at least 7 (not necessarily consecutive) days of data within a 30-day period to output a

score and will improve in stability and accuracy as more data becomes available.

The SHS has not been validated for individuals younger than 20 or older than 65 and should not

be used to diagnose sleep disorder or to classify users as ill. The purpose of the SHS is to provide

users with a guide of how their sleep health compares with other people of a similar age and

gender. LifeQ recommends that users seek professional advice if they are concerned about their

sleep health.

1 BMI: body mass index; WC: waist circumference; WHtR: waist-to-height ratio
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-bYMR7qrsbgioSPGO5PMFuKpg2yWDyZ_aPb8vxnUcTI/edit
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